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ANNOUNCING A MAJOR INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE

Strategies for democratic renewal:
an international agenda for citizen action
and community development

April 8-12 1999, Edinburgh, Scotland

A new opportunity for delegates from every region of the world to meet and discuss issues key to the role and place of community development.

♦ Expert panels organised and chaired by key organisations (groups so far confirmed include Combined European Bureau for Social Development; Standing Conference for Community Development; Community Development Journal with invitations extended to other national and regional groups)
♦ High profile international plenary speakers
♦ Regional interest groups
♦ Focused workshops on themes such as housing, gender, social welfare, poverty, building networks, environmental issues
♦ Publishers' exhibitions
♦ Visits to local community organisations

The conference will also see the relaunch of the International Association for Community Development, an international membership organisation speaking for community development and with consulting status with UN organisations.

It is possible that some financial help will be available for low income delegates. Enquire at the address below for further information.

For further details of the conference, booking forms, and of the IACD, contact:
IACD, c/o Scottish Community Education Council, Rosebery House, 9 Haymarket Terrace, Edinburgh, EH12 5EZ, Scotland, UK
fax. 00 44 (0)131 313 6800
e-mail IACD@scec.dir.co.uk
Establishing, broadening and maintaining democracy in Africa is an issue with world-wide implications. On the continent itself, democracy is a vital issue, precisely because the majority of Africans have been reduced to virtual outlaws, with little or no rights in their own countries. This process has been driven by their own governments.

Atrocities, suppression, and violence have occurred all over the continent in the suppression of democratic freedom. What is astounding is that after such suffering, the threshold of tolerance breaks and citizens seek ways to exercise some freedom from daily oppression. Nigeria, particularly in its current state, is no exception. Written by African social scientists, Expanding Democratic Space in Nigeria makes an essential contribution to the ongoing debate and analysis of the potential for barriers to democratic space. Chapters highlight the role of different interest groups, the implications of the country's colonial past and the legacy of the military, the role of the mass media and women's participation in the political arena. Intellectuals, trade unions, human rights organisations and young people are all featured, as they take place in what the authors see as an inevitable move towards a freer state.
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  Lessons from East Asia
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  Some Implications for the UK
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  Local Participation in Major Projects
  Patricia Feeney
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- From Conflict to Peace in a Changing World
  Edited by Deborah Eade
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- Gender Training: The Source Book
  Edited by SJR Cummings, H van Dam, and M Valk
  A co-publication with KIT Press
  0 85598 404 X

- Gender and Migration
  Edited by Caroline Sweetman
  0 85598 399 X

- Acceptability and Use of Cereal-Based Foods in Refugee Camps
  Case Studies from Nepal, Ethiopia and Tanzania
  Catherine Mears with Helen Young
  0 85598 402 3

- Learning from South-North Links in Microfinance
  Edited by Ben Rogaly and Chris Roche
  0 85598 408 2
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